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The 50th volume of Medical and Biological Engineering

and Computing, MBEC, comes to its end. This is a rather

long history and MBEC is one of the oldest journals in the

field. It is therefore of interest to see how the journal has

developed over the years.

MBEC started out in 1963 as a quarterly journal and also

under a different name, Medical, Electronic and Biological

Engineering. In 1966, it became bimonthly and only in

2006 it changed to a monthly publication. Over the last

40 years, the number of papers per issue has remained

rather steady. Yet, competition had increased. From 1997

to 2011, the number of journals in the category Engineer-

ing–Biomedical raised from 41 to 72. In addition, many

journals in physiology and medicine now feature engi-

neering and technological sections.

The number of submitted and accepted papers over the

last 15 years elicits some fluctuations but is rather stable

between, 120 and 140 per year, whereas the number of

submissions has increased sharply from 300 to 700 since

2005, the year in which the now-departing editors started

with the responsibility for the publications from January

2006 onward. However, the change of editor was not the

only parameter variation that occurred at that time. The

journal changed to Springer as new publisher and with this

the submissions to the journal became fully web based.

The growing difference between submitted and accepted

manuscripts indicates a strong increase in rejection rates

over the last 15 years and the doubling of it in the last

6 years. The policy of the journal with respect to accepting

papers has not changed over these periods. Reviewers are

asked to grade the manuscripts numerically between 1 and

100. Manuscripts with a score over 75 for the first submis-

sion usually make it to acceptance and between 65 and 75

acceptance depends strongly on the quality of revision.

There is no strict policy not to grow and, therefore, one has to

conclude that the increase in submissions is due to the

decrease in quality of the manuscripts. Authors apparently

submit their materials very early at an immature stage. This

certainly has to do with the increasing pressure on all of us to

publish. We wish to add some critical notes in this respect.

Bibliometric indices have been developed to assess the

impact of papers, journals and whole research fields on the

scientific and clinical community. Obviously, these indices

are of interest as measurement of impact of topic under

evaluation but when applied to give a quality judgment of

researcher or journal it is easy to oversimplify. For

example, the Hirsh factor, h-factor, is used to rank scien-

tists for their impact. It reflects the number of papers, N,

that has more than N citations. Nobel prize winners in

physics have h-factors between 60 and 110 and leading

authors in life sciences may reach over 190. These differ-

ences cannot be interpreted as a substitute for the IQ of

these scientists nor can these be seen as equivalent to the

impact of them on society at large. It is simply impossible

to quantify the difference of impact of technology and

science behind the GPS system and the human genome.

One thing is certain, the impact of the human genome

would be much less without the innovations made in

technology underlying the sequencing and analysis of

DNA.

The differences in h-factor for scientists have a lot to do

with the characteristics of publishing and citing in different

fields, as has nicely been analyzed in our journal by Opthof

[23]. These differences are in general not taken into

account when it comes to evaluation of performance of
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biomedical engineers [29]. It is difficult to say what the

h-factor is for a good biomedical engineer. Gefen [13] has

attempted to establish some realistic values by analyzing

the h-factors of all professors in biomechanics at depart-

ments of biomedical and bio-engineering at the top ten

universities in the US as defined by the US Center for

Measuring University Performance.1 The same was done

for 21 European universities on the 200 World Universities

in the ranking list of Times Higher education magazine.

The h-factor was 32 for the US biomechanical engineers

and 20 for the European ones. Gefen indicates that addi-

tional studies are needed to explain the US–European dif-

ference but one of the factors he mentioned is the overall

greater activity in cellular and tissue engineering in the US,

which is cited by a broader research community such as

biologists and biochemists.

We will use a personal example to illustrate the

dependency of citations on the nature of the work that is

published. It concerns research on the endothelial glyco-

calyx performed in the group of the first author based on

animal research and later translated to clinical research

within the Department of Internal Medicine at the same

university hospital. We looked for the best-cited basic

research paper on the glycocalyx which appeared in Cir-

culation in 2000 [34] and the best-cited clinical research

paper published in Diabetes in 2006 [22]. Over the period

of 6 years after publication, the basic paper was cited 55

times and the clinical paper 109 times, a factor of two

difference. It is clear that the clinical paper would not have

been published without the basic research that was, nev-

ertheless, less cited. The difference cannot be attributed to

the difference in quality of the journals published in, since

the impact factor of Circulation is about twice as high as

Diabetes. The observation of more frequent citations for

clinical studies versus basic studies also holds within the

same journal [23]. The difference is likely explained by the

larger group of researchers involved in clinical than in

basic research. Notwithstanding these imperfections of the

h-factor, it remains to play a dubious role in the assessment

of individual researchers [30]. The growth of the personal

h-factor is considered a measure of scientific quality and

has become a direct impetus for submission of incomplete

research data.

Notwithstanding limitations of bibliometric indices,

these are of interest in measuring the performance of a

journal especially within a group of journals in the same

scientific field. Important indices are the 2- and 5-year

impact factors, IF. In the last 6 years, the 2-year IF for

MBEC increased from just below 1 to 1.878. Based on

these numbers, one may conclude that the profile of the

journal in the community has increased over the last

7 years. When the now-departing editors started, MBEC

was in the lowest quartile in the Biomedical Engineering

group but now we are in the top half. Importantly, the cited

half-life, which is defined as the median age in years of the

items in the journal cited in a certain year remained high

and decreased only a little from 10 to 9.6. This number is at

the very top of the biomedical engineering journals but is

also high compared to many high-ranking medical journals.

Hence, papers published in MBEC are cited for a long time.

The increase in quality of the journal is not only the result

of the voluntary work of the editorial team but most of all

the result of the work of thousands of reviewers who were

willing to give their advice without remuneration also. We

thank our reviewers for this exceptional willingness to

share their ideas and improve the work of their colleagues.

Besides what these numbers tell us, it is important what

our authors think of our journal. Springer did a survey

under authors and they were asked to rate several proper-

ties of the journal on a scale from 1 to 5 with 1 as the

strongest value. The best-rated properties were Reputation

(1.4), International Scope (1.5) and Quality of Review

(1.5). These are ratings the journal may be proud of.

MBEC has a strong traditional engineering character and

maintained that over the years. The papers the editors like

most are those which combine theoretical analysis with

experimental or clinical work. Another important aspect by

which the manuscripts are judged is the degree of inno-

vation and the level of validation and also on thoroughness

of the analysis. Hence, one may find in MBEC papers with

a strong theoretical background such as the computation of

the potential field [33], development of atrial fibrillation

[10] and development of modeling framework for patient-

specific computational hemodynamics [1]. This is not to

say that a study on comparison of methods or instruments

cannot make it into MBEC. However, this depends on the

estimated impact that the study may have on the clinical

community such as with the noninvasive measurement of

arterial blood pressure [36].

We have tried to analyze whether there is a shift in

scientific focus of MBEC over the years. For this, we

looked first at the ten best-cited papers from 1975 onwards2

in slots of 5 year. In each time slot, the h-factor of the

journal was about 33 except for the last two due to the

reduced time available for citation. In the earlier time slot,

between 30 and 50 % of the papers deal with the heart and

circulation another 20 percent with the neural system or

analysis of the EMG. The other top-cited papers deal with

instrumentation and a variety of other techniques. Obvi-

ously the nature of the studies evolved over time and now

includes image processing, tissue engineering, nanotech-

nology and patient-specific modeling. To give some insight

1 http://mup.asu.edu/research2008.pdfS. 2 No papers from before 1975 could be found in Web of Science.
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onto the best-cited original papers, we selected the top ten

from the periods 2008–2009 and 2010–2011. Out of these

20 papers, 7 are in the area of the circulation [8, 9, 15, 20,

24, 25, 27], 7 in the area of rehabilitation including brain

computer interface [6, 7, 11, 14, 16, 17, 28], 2 related to

sleep [19, 35], 2 to tissue engineering and nanotechnology

and 2 to electroporation [4, 21]. Obviously the distribution

of these subjects of publications are somewhat influenced

by the special issues we had over this period [2, 5, 12, 18,

26, 31, 32].

A matter of concern is the standard of ethics in the

community [3]. We require that all experiments on humans

and animals have been approved by the appropriate ethical

committees, that human experimentation conforms to the

declaration of Helsinki, and that human subject are

informed and agree in writing. These requirements are not

always met, and this results in the immediate rejection of

the manuscript. The editors plead for ethical guidelines that

can be applied internationally to the entire engineering

community. Another concern is the poor presentation skills

of authors from countries with emerging scientific activi-

ties. The community will need to support these authors and

develop a system of mentorship.

Our conclusion is that the nature of the journal has not

changed over time and that its quality and visibility has

improved. MBEC covers a broad spectrum and notwith-

standing the growth of specialized journals in many areas

of biomedical engineering; we remain strong in several of

these areas. We are also proud to be a platform for

emerging fields for which such specialized journals do not

exist. In the end, MBEC is the journal of the International

Federation of Medical and Biological Engineering and has

to serve this community of biomedical engineers in all its

aspects worldwide.
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